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We consider a dynamic group composed with a constant number of people and the people will
change periodically. Every member in the community owns a value of con¯dence !!! a mech-
anism that measures the agent's coherence to his or her own attitude. Based on Cellular Au-
tomata, the opinions of all agents are synchronously updated. As long as the updating frequency
and updating proportion are appropriate, the open system can reach a democracy-like steady
state. The majority of agents in the community will hold the same opinion.
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1. Introduction

Opinion evolution relied on interactions between individuals has raised great con-
cerns in recent years. Sznajd-Weron studied opinion propagation model via standard
Monte Carlo simulations in a closed community and came to the conclusion that
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\united we stand, divided we fall".1 Martins described the degree of agents' belief
toward di®erent views based on the Bayes Theorem. Each individual can choose his
or her own attitude under the in°uence of other agents, thus a®ecting the opinion
distribution in the community.2–5 Crokidakis modi¯ed SM model in the framework of
eight neighbors and introduced a reputation mechanism, which can limit the agents'
power of persuasion. The author explicitly discussed the e®ects of agents' reputation
in di®erent persuasion rules. People will change their opinions under the in°uence of
highly respected people.6–8 Considering that in reality social leaders usually have
stronger in°uence, Jalili distributed social power according to the degree of each
node.9 Su introduced the trust between individuals and the similarity between opi-
nions into the Hegselmann–Krause model, and extended the hypothesis of bounded
con¯dence to bounded in°uence.10

In addition, some scholars extend research environment from two-dimensional
lattices to social networks. Demirel made an assumption that in each time step, an
individual can communicate with any other members in the group, not limited to
neighbors11; Malarz extended research systems to small world networks and added
neutral opinions into traditional binary opinions.12 Shi also proposed a model fo-
cused on information transmission in small world networks. With all attitudinal
tracking surveys, outside factors can also in°uence an agent's choice.13 Qiang
studied opinion propagation on the scale-free network. In his model, agents only
in°uence each other if the di®erence in their opinions is greater than a threshold.14

Candia also built an opinion dynamic model on the scale-free network, but the
updating rule is quite di®erent. A new individual will be introduced into the com-
munity after each time step and individual interaction will not stop until all the
positions in the group have been ¯lled.15 Crokidakis and Fortunato used empty
lattice in their models, which allowed individuals to move freely or according to
certain rules.16–18 Terranova studied the evolution of the opinion state of a population
of moving individuals in a general nonlinear analytical framework.19 Sousa studied
the consensus formation within the Sznajd model on di®erent topologies, i.e. on the
diluted square lattice, on the in¯nite percolation cluster of a square lattice with or
without power-law correlations for the occupied sites, on triad networks, under a
synchronous updating scheme and allowing agents to \walk" to empty sites.20

Although many structured topologies are adopted to bring the SM closer to
reality, all of them are discussed in the closed community. In the real world, however,
more opinion interactions are available in open community, which can still develop
distinct group characteristics, such as corporate and urban culture. In this paper, a
model for opinions that are observed as discrete actions but are measured internally
by a con¯dence mechanism is proposed. Agents can have memory of their past
opinions and update their states synchronously based on Cellular Automata. Fur-
thermore, we will change the agents in the community periodically with a particular
ratio. We will also discuss the e®ect of the updating proportion and updating fre-
quency on the formation of opinion stability.
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2. The Algorithm

We consider a square lattice with periodic boundary and in all there are L" L
agents. Each grid stands for an agent in the community, which needs to take a stand
in some cases. S t

i;j represents the opinion of the individual ði; jÞ at time t. In this
paper, we assume that each agent in the model carries an opinion that can either be
up (e.g. positive) or down (e.g. negative), expressed as S t

i;j 2 fþ1;!1g. Rt
i;j denotes

the con¯dence of agent ði; jÞ that his or her own attitude is right at time t. The initial
con¯dence Rt¼0

i;j follows an even distribution between 0 and 1. We use Qt
i;j ¼

1
4 S

t
m;nR

t
m;n to represent the average con¯dence associated with the common attitude

of four neighbors, where (m,n) f(i, j – 1), (i, j + 1), (i – 1, j), (i + 1), jg . Particularly,
Qt

i;j ¼ 0 can be interpreted as that the common attitude is neutral.
The objective of interaction for agents is to choose the \right" opinion. If the

agent and neighbors disagree on their opinions, the agent might reduce con¯dence
toward his or her present opinion or even change to the opposite, in which case the
con¯dence associated with the new opinion should not be too large. In this paper, we
use R0 !!! a small value between 0 and 0:3 as the con¯dence to the new opinion. On
the other hand, if both agree, the agent will validate his or her choice and increase
con¯dence, which may gradually turn the agent into an extremist with the value of
con¯dence close to 1. Besides, ifQt

i;j is 0, the agent's opinion will not be in°uenced by
neighbors and remain the same as before, which is correspondent to the theory !!! if
you do not know what to do, do nothing.

Since con¯dence, to some extent, stands for the probability that the current
opinion is right, we apply Fermi function to limit the value of con¯dence between 0

and 1. The original Fermi function is: fðxÞ ¼ 1
1þaebx . a and b are constants in the

equation. We take a ¼ 32 and b ¼ !10 as an example to explain our model more
explicitly. When x is valued between 0 and 1, the domain of fðxÞ can nearly include
all values between 0 and 1. Considering that agents have memory toward their
previous states, we make a modi¯cation to Fermi function. If con¯dence increases,

Rtþ1
i;j will change according to Rtþ1

i;j ¼ 1

1þae
bðR t

i;j
þ!RÞ ; if con¯dence decreases, Rtþ1

i;j will

change according to Rtþ1
i;j ¼ 1

1þae
bðR t

i;j
!!RÞ ; if con¯dence remains the same, Rtþ1

i;j will

turn into Rtþ1
i;j ¼ 1

1þae
bR t

i;j
. The updating rules are shown below:

(1) When S t
i;j ¼ þ1:

(a) if Qt
i;j > 0, S tþ1

i;j ¼ þ1 and Rtþ1
i;j ¼ 1

1þ32e
!10ðR t

i;j
þ!RÞ ;

(b) if Qt
i;j < 0:

(i) jQt
i;j j > S t

i;jR
t
i;j, S

tþ1
i;j ¼ !1 andRtþ1

i;j ¼ R0 (R0 is randomly allocated in
the range ½0; 0:3();

(ii) jQt
i;j j ) S t

i;jR
t
i;j, S

tþ1
i;j ¼ þ1 and Rtþ1

i;j ¼ 1

1þ32e
!10ðR t

i;j
!!RÞ ;

(iii) Qt
i;j ¼ 0, S tþ1

i;j ¼ S t
i;j and Rtþ1

i;j ¼ 1

1þ32e
!10R t

i;j
;

(2) When S t
i;j ¼ !1:
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(a) if Qt
i;j < 0, S tþ1

i;j ¼ !1 and Rtþ1
i;j ¼ 1

1þ32e
!10ðR t

i;j
þ!RÞ ;

(b) if Qt
i;j > 0:

(i) Qt
i;j > jS t

i;jR
t
i;jj, S tþ1

i;j ¼ þ1 and Rtþ1
i;j ¼ R0;

(ii) Qt
i;j ) jS t

i;jR
t
i;jj, S tþ1

i;j ¼ !1 and Rtþ1
i;j ¼ 1

1þ32e
!10ðR t

i;j
!!RÞ ;

(iii) Qt
i;j ¼ 0, S tþ1

i;j ¼ S t
i;j and Rtþ1

i;j ¼ 1

1þ32e
!10R t

i;j
;

In Cellular Automata, a time step is de¯ned as one traversal iteration through all
members in the community following the updating rule introduced above. That
means all agents are synchronously updated in a time step. We randomly and equally
divide the community into n parts and the members in each part have the same label,
which is °agged as k ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . ;n. After T time steps, the agents with label k ¼ n
will be removed out of the system. Correspondingly, there will be the same amount of
new agents with k ¼ 1 added into the system. Other members in the community will
increase their labels according to the rule: ktþ1 ¼ kt þ 1. Updating proportion is
de¯ned as ! ¼ 1

n and updating number is represented as M . The initial density of
positive opinions in lth newly introduced agents is denoted as Xl, which follows a
Gaussian distribution centered at " with given standard deviation #. The initial
con¯dence of new agents is evenly allocated between 0 and 1 as before.

After T time steps, we will choose individuals according to Monte Carlo Rules to
exchange their positions. If there are N times of exchanges in a time interval, the
exchange proportion q can be represented as q ¼ N

L"L. Particularly, if q ¼ 0, the
position of all agents will always remain the same; if q ¼ 0:5, most individuals in the
community will change their positions.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Emergence of stability

In our model, the opinion magnetization after M periodic replacements is de¯ned as:

mðMÞ ¼ 1

L" L

XL

i¼1

XL

j¼1

STM
i;j ;

where L ¼ 100, T ¼ 100. In this paper, we set n ¼ 4 and we discuss the cases when
the exchange proportion q ¼ 0 and q ¼ 0:5. The standard deviation # is set as 0:02,
0:05 and 0:1 respectively. The time evolution of magnetization mðMÞ for di®erent "
is shown in Fig. 1, which is the averaged results for 100 \runs".

Figure 1 shows us that no matter whether or not agents can exchange positions,
the density of up spins in the community tends to be stable after opinion commu-
nication. The steady valuemðMÞ is correlated with " but is independent with respect
to #. That is, regardless of the initial density of positive opinions in each batch of
newly introduced agents, the ¯xed point of magnetization will be the same as long as
" stays the same. As the density of up spins becomes stabilization, the density of
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down spins will also be steady, ultimately evolving into a situation with the coex-
istence of positive and negative opinions. The majority of the agents in the system
will hold one \dominant perspective".

From Fig. 1 we can see that when q ¼ 0, the number of people holding the
\dominant opinion" is always less than that of q > 0. In order to clearly explain the
result, we draw the con¯gurations of opinions in the community when the system has
already been in steady. We set " ¼ 0:4 and # ¼ 0:02. The di®erent results when q ¼ 0
and q ¼ 0:5 are displayed in Fig. 2.

Since n ¼ 4, there must be 25% agents stay in the system in consecutive four
changes. The con¯gurations in Fig. 2 describe the opinion states in the community
after changing the agents 97, 98, 99 and 100 times. When q ¼ 0, there are several
stable domains in the community which is obvious to be seen. However, we cannot
¯nd similar stable ¯elds when q ¼ 0:5. This can be well explained that when q is equal
to 0, all agents must stay still all the time, which is good for local assimilation. As a
result, it is more likely to form \stubborn small groups", which are not easily a®ected
by other individuals in the community. However, when q is greater than 0, indivi-
duals with un¯xed surrounding neighbors cannot rely on the strength of small groups
and become much more vulnerable to overall environment.

When the exchange proportion q is speci¯ed as 0, 0:25 and 0:5 respectively and
# ¼ 0:02, we plot the ¯xed point of magnetization changing with ". After 90 times of
periodic changes, the system will undoubtedly reach a stability. Therefore, we use the
averaged magnetization of 10 \runs" when M belongs to ½91; 100( as the ¯xed point
of magnetization. The results for di®erent q are shown in Fig. 3.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (Color online) Time evolution of averaged magnetization mðMÞ for di®erent " where q is 0
and 0:5, # ¼ 0:02, 0:05 and 0:1. (a) The initial average density of up spins " ¼ 0:4. There are more
down spins when the system becomes stabilization, in contrast with the results in (b) for " ¼ 0:6, more
spins are up. Total consensus with all spins up (or down) is not achieved.

Opinion evolution in open community
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As shown in Fig. 3, we can see that if " 6¼ 0:5, more than half of the members in
the community will take the same opinion, which is called \dominant perspective".
When " < 0:5, there will be more people holding the down spin and a consensus that
all agents support the negative opinion may even emerge if " is small enough (nearly

Fig. 3. (Color online) The curve of the ¯xed point of magnetization changes with " when q ¼ 0, q ¼ 0:25,
q ¼ 0:5 respectively, and # ¼ 0:02.

Fig. 2. The con¯gurations of the opinions on a 100" 100 square lattice in four consecutive periodic
changes. The exchange proportion q and the number of periodic changes M are shown above each
con¯guration.
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0.1). In contrast, a large " is the decisive factor to drive the system toward the
situation with more or even all positive opinions. Furthermore, the system undergoes
a usual phase transition with " ¼ 0:5 serving as a transition point, which usually
occurs in the Sznajd21 and majority-rule model.22 The interesting thing is that when
" is around 0.5, there is a large variation in the number of up and down spins.
Therefore, we have separately simulated 200 curves of mðMÞ for " ¼ 0:5 and # ¼
0:02 when q ¼ 0, q ¼ 0:25 and q ¼ 0:5. Twenty plots, chosen randomly from 200
results, are displayed in Fig. 4.

From Fig. 4 we can see that when individuals in the community are not allowed to
change their positions (q ¼ 0), the value of mðMÞ will always be around 0, which
means the number of up spins and down spins are almost the same. In contrast, when

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 4. (Color online) Time evolution of magnetization when " ¼ 0:5. (a) q ¼ 0, (b) q ¼ 0:25 and
(c) q ¼ 0:5.
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individuals can randomly exchange their places (q ¼ 0:25 and q ¼ 0:5), mðMÞ is no
longer steady at 0; that is: positive and negative views cannot coexist at a ratio of
1 : 1. Instead, a \dominant perspective" will emerge, biased toward up or down with
a probability of 50%. In the experiment where the system is simulated for 200 times
with " ¼ 0:5, the system develops a \positive dominant perspective" for nearly 100
times.

3.2. The universality and limitation of stabilization

From the results above we can come to the conclusion that for q ¼ 0, q ¼ 0:25 or
q ¼ 0:5, 8" 2 ð0; 1Þ, when updating cycle T ¼ 100 and updating proportion ! ¼ 0:25,
the dynamic group can reach a stability. Notice that if a system can ultimately
stabilize, it will be stabilization after 90 times periodic changes. Therefore, we de¯ne
the stability of a system as that the variance of the averagedmðMÞ for several \runs"
is less than 0.05 when M 2 ð90; 100Þ. In order to ¯nd out whether any dynamic
community can achieve such stability, we draw a stabilization distribution picture for
any ð!;T Þ 2 ð0; 0:3Þ " ð0; 100Þ with the standard deviation # ¼ 0:1. For 8" 2 ð0; 1Þ, if
the variance of the averagedmðMÞ is less than 0:05 whenM 2 ð90; 100Þ, we can make
sure that under this pair of updating proportion and frequency, the community can
evolve into a democracy-like state. Speci¯c results are shown in Fig. 5.

As shown in Fig. 5, when q ¼ 0, q ¼ 0:25 and q ¼ 0:5, if ! < 0:15 and T > 10, a
dynamic group can ultimately evolve into a steady state for 8" 2 ð0; 1Þ. When
updating proportion ! is equal to 0:25 and updating cycle T reaches 90, an open
community can still develop distinct group characteristic. Moreover, it will be much
easier for a system with agents who can move freely to stabilize. However, a dynamic
group can hardly stabilize in two cases. One is that the updating proportion ! is too

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. The stabilization distribution with the standard deviation # ¼ 0:1 and di®erent exchange pro-
portion. (a) q ¼ 0, (b) q ¼ 0:25 and (c) q ¼ 0:5.
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large and the other is that the updating frequency is too fast, both of which will lead
individuals in the community to be removed out of the system without enough
communication with neighbors.

The interaction model can be applied to explain a lot of social systems in reality.
For example, many world-famous colleges have developed relatively stable learning
atmosphere despite of annual graduations and enrollments. However, due to the fast
updating frequency and the large updating proportion, it is uncommon for customers
in a department store to form a steady group feature. That means opinion stability in
non-closed community also has its limitations.

4. Conclusion

In this paper, we discuss the opinion evolution in a nonclosed dynamic community
composed with a constant number of people and the people will change periodically.
Based on four surrounding neighbors' opinions, each agent makes his or her own
decision on which choice is right. The degree of con¯dence rises and falls with time
according to model-dependent rules, in response to changes in the agent's coherence
toward his or her choice. The results show us that when the initial densities of up
spins of each newly introduced group follow a Gaussian distribution, the system can
eventually evolve into a stable democracy-like state with particular group char-
acteristics. No matter whether an individual can move freely across the community
or not, a steady proportion of individuals will end up in holding the same opinion.
When people are not allowed to exchange positions, it is highly possible for small
groups to form local culture. This can help explain cases where people are led, by
social pressure, to believe blindly in whatever opinion is shared by its regional group,
despite of divergent voices in the larger society they live in. However, when people

(c)

Fig. 5. (Continued )
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are free to move, no longer attached to regional power, it is much easier to develop a
steady social system under the in°uence of the overall environment. The di®erences
between the two cases are especially notable when the initial average density of up
spins is at the phase transition point. In addition, the stability in open community
has limitations. If the updating frequency is too fast, or updating proportion is too
large, the dynamic group cannot keep opinions relatively stable. The model can be
appropriately applied to explain the formation of learning atmosphere in the
college. It also indicates the importance of reasonable recruiting and layo®s for a
company to develop unique working style. Besides, compared to a city of high
population °ow, it is much easier for a city with a smaller migration scale and
frequency to shape distinct urban culture. Finally, a dynamic community with
people change aperiodically is a problem worthy of further research.
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